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Consciousness
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of Conscious Investing
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A massive
behavioural
shift is happening
in the
behaviour
havioural shift
is happening
in the investment
behaviour
of investment
new generation
inves-of new generation investors. They
areaware
betterabout
informed,
morethan
aware
about investing
than
yesteryear investors. There
e better informed,
more
investing
yesteryear
investors.
There
hasdemand
been a shift
from
push demand
to pull demand.
Earlier
ift from push
to pull
demand.
Earlier generations
needed
to begenerations
hard sold needed to be hard sold
equity andasmutual
fund investing
an alternative
to fixed
deposits.
utual fund investing
an alternative
to fixedasdeposits.
However,
the new
set ofHowever, the new set of
investors
seeks
to linked
activelyassets
investfor
in creating
equity linked
assets
creating wealth. New generation
ks to actively
invest in
equity
wealth.
Newfor
generation
investors
areaware
moreof
conscious,
moreof
aware
of various
facets of investing,
more conscious,
more
various facets
investing,
they understand
cost they understand cost
of classes,
investing,
various
asset
classes,
ratios
We are
moving from investor awarearious asset
risk
reward
ratios
etc. Werisk
arereward
moving
frometc.
investor
awareness to Investor
Upgrade
to service
this 21st century investor.
tor consciousness.
Upgradeconsciousness.
to service this 21st
century
investor.

ey fromThe
Investor
journey
Awareness
from Investor
to Investor
Awareness
Consciousness
to Investor Consciousness
Demonetisation
Accepts that needs an
Accepts that needs
an
Investor
aware that
alternate to Fixed Deposits alternate to Fixed Deposits
Mutual Funds are sahi

aware
unds

2000s 1990s

2010s 2000s

Completely Unaware
Started Warming up to
about Mutualconcept
Funds of Mutual Fund
Investing

2016 2010s

Demonetisation
Investor aware that
Mutual Funds are sahi

2020s2016

Investor highly aware with
Started Warming
up toin Direct plans
investing
concept of Mutual Fund
Direct Equity Exposure
Investing
Conscious of costs and
passive investing

2020s

Investor highly aware with
investing in Direct plans
Direct Equity Exposure
Conscious of costs and
passive investing
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Investor Consciousness
Investor
isConsciousness
being exhibited is
inbeing
3 key exhibited
areas
in 3 key a

3 Key
Areas

Cost-Conscious

Cost-Conscious
Risk-Conscious

3 Key
Areas

No generic advice
Risk-Conscious

No gen

New generation investors are
New generation
Investors investors
are now aware
are
and
InvestorsThe
are new
now aware
age investor
and
needs
The new ag
more aware of the cost more
of
aware
conscious
of the about
cost of various
conscious
authentic
aboutreasons
various
to invest
authentic
in
rea
that is being
every produ
investments and are openly
investments
nuances
andof are
risk.openly
In the past,
nuances every
of risk.product
In the past,
offered
to them.
There offered
is a to the
adapting passive funds and
adapting
investors
passivehad
funds
a false
and
senseinvestors
of
had a false
sense of
even direct active equity
even security
direct active
associated
equity
with asset
security associated
massive migration
with asset
from category
sive migratio
investing to save fees.
investing
managers
to save
withfees.
brand heritage.
managers
purchases
with brand
to heritage.
product purchases.
purchases to
However, there is evolved
However,There
there
is anisactive
evolved
and conscious
There is an ac
need that
for exposure
an investorneed
to for an
understanding that exposure
understanding
to risk comes from to
therisk comes
understand
from theproducts
underly- in detail
stand produc
underlying securities held ing
by securities
and held
seek
by anto
assetinvest
in
to invest i
an
asset
manager
and
manager and
differentiated
therefore invesopportunities.
opp
therefore investors no more
tors no more blindly trust asset
blindly trust asset managers
managers because of brand or
because
of
brand
or distribution reach.
distribution reach.
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Cars go through
Carsan
goextreme
throughstress
an extreme
test stress test

to ensure
toyour
ensure
safety!
your safety!

We do the same
We do
with
the sam

your money
your m
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Hexashield Tested Investing is a strategy to put to work money with businesses that can
andtosurvive
in a variety
stressful
situations
and
generate
Investing isendure
a strategy
put to work
money of
with
businesses
that can
endure
and superior long term risk
adjusted
returns.
riety of stressful
situations
and generate superior long term risk adjusted returns.

relies
on understanding
resilience
of companies
based
derstandingIt the
resilience
of companiesthe
based
on SAMCO's
HexaShield
frame-on SAMCO's HexaShield
framework
testsand
andinstitution
evaluatesonevery
company
andfacets
institution
sts and evaluates
everywhich
company
6 most
important
of on 6 most important
facets
risksto
and
stress. every
Thesecompany's
tests are meant
measure enough
every company's ability to mains. These tests
areof
meant
measure
ability to maintain
enough
buffer to
stay
afloat under
scenarios.
HexaShield tests are also
afloat undertain
extreme
scenarios.
The
HexaShield
tests extreme
are also designed
to The
underto understand
if theseoncompanies
can generate
highofcash returns on capital
companiesdesigned
can generate
high cash returns
capital employed
in a variety
employed
in a variety
ofeconomic
economicconditions.
conditions This
including
extremely
ditions including
extremely
adverse
rigorous
scientif-adverse economic condiscientific andofstatistical
process
helps
deep understanding of risks,
cal processtions.
helps This
get arigorous
deep understanding
risks, reduces
room
for get
biasa and
reduces
roomand
forenhances
bias and personal
beliefs,ofinculcates
fs, inculcates
discipline
the probability
success. discipline and enhances the probability
of success.

at pass the stress test often exhibit 2 characteristics - they survive as a going
Companies
that pass
HexaShield
test
often exhibitmachines
2 characteristics
- they survive as a
g severe economic
distress
andthe
operate
as true
compounding
in
mic cycles.going concern during severe economic distress and operate as true compounding machines in
normal economic cycles.
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How does

How does

HexaShieldStress
TestedTested
Investing
Investing w
work?

HexaShield tested investing isStress
only tested
investing
in companies
that pass
these rigorous
investing
is only investing
in companies
that pass these
HexaShield tests and score highly
HexaShield
Framework.
andunder
scorethe
highly
under the
HexaShield Framework.

The underlying premise of HexaShield
tested premise
investingofisStress
that tested
we liveinvesting
in an increasingly
The underlying
is that we live in an i
disruptive world where lives of businesses
have
shorter and
that
the source
allthat
longthe source o
world where
livesgotten
of businesses
have
gotten
shorterof
and
term returns is simple - businesses
generating
high returns
on capital
and their
abilityand
to their abili
is simple
- businesses
generating
high returns
on capital
reinvest at incrementally high rates.
mentally high rates.

On the first aspect, a recent study
McKinsey
found
that thestudy
average
life-span of
companies
Onbythe
first aspect,
a recent
by McKinsey
found
that the average li
listed in Standard & Poor’s 500 was
61 in
years
in 1958.
Today,500
it iswas
less61
than
18 in
years.
McKinsey
listed
Standard
& Poor’s
years
1958.
Today, it is less tha
believes that, in 2027, 75% of believes
the companies
currently
on the S&Pcurrently
500 willquoted
have on the S&
that, in 2027,
75%quoted
of the companies
disappeared. Therefore, it's important
only be invested
in companies
showcase
the
peared.toTherefore,
it's important
to only bethat
invested
in companies
that s
ability to survive in a disruptive world,
that isworld,
exhibited
by companies
that pass
the
surviveainquality
a disruptive
a quality
that is exhibited
by companies
tha
HexaShield tests.
stress tests.

Secondly, over the long term, investing
boilsover
down
oneterm,
simple
fact as summarised
Secondly,
thetolong
investing
boils down tosuccinctly
one simple fact as s
by Mr. Buffett - "Leaving the question
by Mr.ofBuffett
- "Leaving
price aside,
the best
the question
business of
to price
own is
aside,
one that
the best
over business t

an extended period can employ large
an extended
amountsperiod
of incremental
can employ
capital
largeat
amounts
very high
ofrates
incremental
of
capital at v
return."
return."

(Figure 1)
A breakdown of the returns of theAS&P
500 (Figure
of theof
last
beautifully
illustrates
breakdown
of the1)returns
thecentury
S&P 500
of the last century
this point. Even if an investor would
at investor
the lowest
multiple
1917 and
cashed
this have
point.invested
Even if an
would
haveininvested
at the
lowest multipl
out at the highest multiple of theout
century
1999, the
returnofattributable
expansion
of attributab
at the in
highest
multiple
the centuryto
in the
1999,
the return
earnings would merely be 2.3%. This
can be
easily
calculated
on This
a Texas
Plus calculated
calculator on a Texa
earnings
would
merely
be 2.3%.
can BA
be II
easily
by inputting -5.3 as Present Value
(PV), 34 as
ValueValue
(FV),(PV),
period
at 82 years
by inputting
-5.3Future
as Present
34(N)
as Future
Value and
(FV), period (N
computing the return would throw
up 2.3%
the CAGR
82up
years.
same
period,
puting
the as
return
wouldover
throw
2.3%During
as the the
CAGR
over
82 years. Durin
the S&P 500 actually delivered returns
of 11.6%
on adelivered
compounded
basis
which means
that 9.3% basis w
S&P 500
actually
returns
of 11.6%
on a compounded
p.a. (i.e. 11.6% - 2.3%) actually came
from11.6%
the compounding
of re-invested
over time.of re-invest
p.a. (i.e.
- 2.3%) actually
came from earnings
the compounding
This contributed to 80% of the total
Thisreturns.
contributed to 80% of the total returns.
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(Figure 1)

of a company
Therefore,
to be a truly
the ability
compounding
of a company
machine
to be
which
a truly
is characterised
compounding machine which is characterised
ate a high return
by its of
ability
capital
to generate
and reinvest
a high
at a
return
high of
incremental
capital andrate
reinvest
is the at a high incremental rate is the
ty that is exhibited
core andby
that's
companies
a qualitythat
thatpass
is exhibited
the HexaShield
by companies
stress tests.
that pass the HexaShield tests.

Stress testing through HexaShield framework
HexaShield testing
08 through HexaShield framework
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The Process of

The Process of

HexaShieldStress
Testing
Testing

SAMCO's HexaShield testing framework
SAMCO's
is built
HexaShield
on the principles
Stress testing
of scalability
framework
and
is built
co-relation.
on the principles
It is designed to do complex sensitivity
lation. Itand
is designed
scenario analyses
to do complex
acrosssensitivity
various risk
andand
scenario
return analyses a
drivers.
return drivers.

The core of the HexaShield testing
The
exercises
core of the
covers
stress
many
testing
stages
exercises
including
covers many stages including

01

02

Planning
Scenarios

Identifying Risk
and
Return Drivers
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01

03

02

04

03

05

04

Calculating
various
Building and Identifying
Storing
Risk different Building
and
Storing differ
Planning
risk aand return stress teste
Maintaining a
and
Hexashield testedMaintaining
Scenarios
metrics while
stable and Return Drivers
models for
stable and
models fo
deriving
reasonable base
different aspects
reasonable
base the final
different aspe
HexaShield
reference system
reference
system testing
outcome

The Process of HexaShield Testing
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The Process of Stress Testing

- Samco
HexaShield
Mutual Fund’s
- Samco Mutual Fund’s

toryProprietory
FrameworkFramework

exaShield framework
A Closer that
look isatused
the toHexaShield
evaluate Stress
framework
tested companies:
that is used to evaluate HexaShield tested
companies:

1

mpetitive Strength &
ing Power Stress Tests

2

& Debt

Competitive
Corporate Governance
Strength and
& Leadership
Pricing Power
Stress
Tests
Tests

HexaShield
Framework
Balance Sheet and
Insolvency Tests

-investment and Growth
ess Tests

4

3

2 5

4
Corporate Governance
and Leadership Tests

HexaShield
Framework

Cash Flow Stress Tests

6

Reinvestment
and Growth
Regulatory
Tests
Stress Tests

5

Cash Flow Tests

6
Regulatory
Tests

Stress testing through HexaShield framework
HexaShield testing
10 through HexaShield framework
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1. Competitive Strength and1.Pricing
Competitive
PowerStrength
Tests and Pricing Power Stress Tests

The competitive advantage The
or moat
competitive
of the company
advantage
is one
or moat
of theofmost
the company
importantisfactors
one of that
the most impo
determine whether a business
determine
will be able
whether
to generate
a business
a high
will rate
be able
of return.
to generate
Competitive
a high and
rate of return.
pricing HexaShield tests in pricing
the HexaShield
stress tests
framework
in the HexaShield
are designed
framework
to test the
areimpact
designed
on the
to test the im
business in extremely competitive
ness insituations.
extremely Companies
competitivethat
situations.
pass theCompanies
HexaShieldthat
testpass
on this
the stress tes
parameters are the one's which
ters usually
are thehave
one's
a reasonably
which usually
highhave
pricing
a reasonably
power due high
to thepricing
naturepower due
of goods and services that they
goods
produce.
and services
This pricing
that they
power
produce.
usuallyThis
comes
pricing
frompower
the fact
usually
that comes f
there is an intangible component
there is
in an
theintangible
products component
or services provided
in the products
which makes
or services
it difficult
provided which
for the business to be completely
for thecommoditised.
business to beItcompletely
also is a function
commoditised.
of whether
It also
a business
is a function
is of whet
built on a business to consumer
built onmodel
a business
or a business
to consumer
to business
model model.
or a business
Business
to buyers
business model.
employ staff whose sole raison
employ
d’être
staff
is to
whose
drive sole
downraison
the cost
d’être
of purchase
is to drivewhich
down significantly
the cost of purchase w
diminishes the ability of the business
diminishes
tothe
protect
ability
margins
of the business
and consequently
to protectamargins
reasonable
andrate
consequently
of
ar
return.
return.

The competitive strength and
The
ability
competitive
to pass the
strength
HexaShield
and ability
test to
is pass
evaluated
the stress
in a range:
test is evaluated in a r

Competitive Strength and Pricing PowerCompetitive
Test
& Pricing Strength

No

Low

No
Reasonable

Low

High

Reasonable
Monopolistic

High

Mon

Monopolistic Competitive Monopolistic
& Pricing Strength:
Competitive
These
& Pricing
businesses
Strength:
have
These
extremely
businesses
high
have extrem
competitive strength. They can
tive protect
strength.
margins
They can
andprotect
pass on
margins
all costand
increases
pass ontoallcustomers
cost increases to cu
without significant impact.significant
Their competitive
impact. Their
advantage
competitive
is so
advantage
strong that
is sothey
strong
emerge
that they emerg
extremely resilient even if they
ientare
even
putifthrough
they areextreme
put through
competitive
extremestress.
competitive stress.

High Competitive & Pricing High
Strength:
Competitive
These businesses
& Pricing Strength:
have highThese
competitive
businesses
strength.
haveTheir
high competiti
competitive advantage is reasonably
competitivestrong
advantage
and they
is reasonably
operate strong
businesses
and they
thatoperate
are able
businesses
to
tha
generate above average returns
erateeven
above
as average
competitive
returns
intensity
even as
increases.
competitive intensity increases.

Reasonable Competitive & Reasonable
Pricing Strength:
Competitive
These businesses
& Pricing Strength:
have reasonable
These businesses
competitive
have reason
strength. Their competitive advantage
strength. Their
is moderately
competitive
strong
advantage
and meet
is moderately
benchmarkstrong
returnsand
even
meet benchm
if competitive intensity increases.
if competitive intensity increases.
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HexaShield
Stressframework
testing through HexaShield framework

& Pricing Strength:
Low Competitive
These businesses
& Pricing Strength:
are nearlyThese
commodity
businesses
plays are
withnearly
minorcommodity plays with minor
While they may
differentiations.
survive in a competitive
While they may
environment,
survive in they
a competitive
usually fail
environment,
to build
they usually fail to build
mpoundingamachine
sustainable
in a highly
compounding
competitive
machine
environment.
in a highly competitive environment.

& Pricing Strength:
No Competitive
These businesses
& Pricing Strength:
are commodity
Theseplayers
businesses
and usually
are commodity
price
players and usually price
ly fail to survive
takersand
andalso
usually
can't
failbetosustainable
survive andcompounding
also can't bemachines
sustainable
in compounding
a
machines in a
e environment.
highly competitive environment.

as InfoEdge
Companies
that operates
such
Naukri.com
as InfoEdge
and
that
exchange
operatesplatforms
Naukri.com
such
and
asexchange
IEX or
platforms such as IEX or
ve extremely
MCX
strong
typically
competitive
have extremely
strengthstrong
and pricing
competitive
power.strength
This usually
and pricing
is
power. This usually is

f the two way
also
network
a function
effects
of that
the have
two way
beennetwork
built by these
effectscompanies.
that have Combeen built by these companies.
onable pricing
Companies
power arewith
those
reasonable
where there
pricing
is a lotpower
of competitive
are those
intensity
where but
there is a lot of competitive
oat such asintensity
brand recall,
but andistribution
intangible moat
network,
suchetc
as allows
brand recall,
them distribution
to charge anetwork, etc allows them to
tect margins
charge
in stress.
a premium
Businesses
and protect
like Dominos
margins
Pizza,
in stress.
AsianBusinesses
Paints, etc fall
likeinDominos Pizza, Asian Paints,
the bottometc
end
fallofinthe
thisspectrum
category.are
Onpure
the bottom
commodity
end of
plays
the spectrum
such as cement,
are pure commodity plays such as
m companies
cement,
which steel
are typically
or aluminium
price takers
companies
of prevailing
which prices
are typically
in global
price
mar-takers of prevailing prices in
global markets.

t and Insolvency
2. Balance
StressSheet
Testsand Insolvency Tests

d insolvency
Balance
stress sheet
tests evaluate
and insolvency
the impact
HexaShield
of various
tests
shocks
evaluate
to anthe
organiimpact of various shocks to an
sheet. It helps
organisation's
figure out whether
balance the
sheet.
company
It helps
has
figure
enough
out capital
whethertothe
survive
company has enough capital to
ons and stillsurvive
remainstressful
solvent.conditions
A strong balance
and still sheet
remain
usually
solvent.
results
A strong
in lower
balance sheet usually results in
hich in turn lower
becomes
costaofmassive
capital which
driver of
in turn
valuebecomes
creation.aCompanies
massive driver
thatof
need
value creation. Companies that
e amount of
need
debtato
disproportionate
generate returns,
amount
usuallyofend
debt
up to
having
generate
stressed
returns,
balance
usually end up having stressed
om for errorbalance
and consequently,
sheets with extremely
no room for
high
error
risk.
and
Companies
consequently,
need extremely
to be put high risk. Companies need
ress tests with
to becognisance
put throughtothese
the fact
HexaShield
that linestests
of credits
with cognisance
can be withdrawn
to the fact that lines of credits can
ith disastrous
be withdrawn
consequences
any given
time, the
often
illiquidity
with disastrous
of certain consequences
companies' asset
given the illiquidity of certain
companies' asset base.
Balance Sheet & Insolvency Stress
Balance Sheet & Insolvency Test

Fair

PoorGood

FairVery Good

GoodExcellent

Very Good

Excellent

Stress testing through HexaShield
Hexashield
framework
testing through
HexaShield framework
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The balance sheet and solvency
The
strength
balanceissheet
evaluated
and solvency
in a range
strength
as:
is evaluated in a range as:

Excellent: These businesses have
Excellent:
strong
These
balance
businesses
sheets and
havepractically
strong balance
zero debt
sheets
balance
and practically
sheet or insolvency stress. These
sheet or
areinsolvency
unlikely tostress.
go bankrupt
These are
even
unlikely
in extremely
to go bankrupt
stressful
even in extrem
situations due to the lack of leverage
tions due
as well
to the
aslack
relatively
of leverage
highlyas
liquid
wellnature
as relatively
of the asset
highlybase.
liquid nature of

Very Good: These businesses have
Very very
Good:
good
These
balance
businesses
sheetshave
with very
relatively
goodnegligible
balance sheets
leverage.
with relatively
This results in above average capital
This results
adequacy
in above
and average
solvencycapital
even inadequacy
stressful and
situations.
solvency even in stress

Good: These businesses have good
Good:balance
These businesses
sheets where
have
capital
goodadequacy
balance sheets
and solvency
where capital
meet adequacy
benchmarks when put throughbenchmarks
stress.
when put through stress.

Fair: These businesses have Fair:
goodThese
balance
businesses
sheets but
haveneed
goodabalance
high amount
sheetsof
butleverage
need a high
to amount o
generate a reasonable return. Further,
ate a reasonable
while they return.
generally
Further,
make awhile
reasonable
they generally
return, when
make
puta reasonab
through stress, they end up through
failing and
stress,
falling
they end
shortupon
failing
capital
and adequacy
falling short
and
on solvency
capital adequacy a
benchmarks.
marks.

Poor: These businesses have terrible
Poor: These
balance
businesses
sheets staring
have terrible
down the
balance
barrelsheets
of death
staring
by debt.
down the barr

Companies such as Microsoft,
Companies
Hindustansuch
Unilever
as Microsoft,
or Nestle Hindustan
have excellent
Unilever
balance
or Nestle
sheethave exce
strength and will remain solvent
strength
even inand
extremely
will remain
stressful
solvent
situations.
even in extremely
On the other
stressful
hand, asituations.
lot
On
of companies in the telecom,of
utilities,
companies
textiles,
in the
metals,
telecom,
aviation
utilities,
space
textiles,
amongst
metals,
others
aviation
have space am
balance sheets that are barelybalance
solventsheets
and any
that
exogenous
are barelyshock
solvent
puts
and
them
any on
exogenous
the brinkshock
of
puts th
bankruptcy.
bankruptcy.

3. Reinvestment and Growth Tests
3. Re-investment and Growth Stress Tests

When the growth goes away, When
equities
thebecome
growth bonds
goes away,
because
equities
whenbecome
the growth
bonds
is zero,
because
the when the
returns expected are merely the
returns
interest
expected
rates (earnings
are merely
divided
the interest
by market
rates
value)
(earnings
and not
divided
reallyby market
the compounding. If growth goes
the away
compounding.
perpetually,
If growth
then businesses
goes awaycannot
perpetually,
really quote
then businesses
higher
canno
than the net worth and when the
than
outlook
the net
deteriorates
worth and when
furtherthe
and
outlook
turns negative,
deteriorates
it will
further
quoteand
at turns neg
a discount to the net worth. In other
a discount
words,towhen
the net
theworth.
growth
Inis
other
away,
words,
the stocks
when become
the growth
bonds.
is away, the sto
Growth is the key glue which allows
Growth
the
is firm
the key
value
glue
to which
be much
allows
higher
thethan
firmthe
value
nettoworth
be much
or the
higher than
value to have a power to reflect
value
a strong
to have
multiple
a power
of to
thereflect
profitsa rather
strongthan
multiple
beingoftreated
the profits
as a rather than
limited life concern. When growth
limited
is there,
life concern.
equitiesWhen
are treated
growthas
is athere,
goingequities
concern,
are
and
treated
whenas a going
the growth goes away, equitiesthe
aregrowth
treatedgoes
as bonds
away,or
equities
bond minus.
are treated as bonds or bond minus.
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nding valueFor
through
creating
investing,
outstanding
one of
value
the through
most important
investing,
foundations
one of the ismost important foundations is
wth. It is narrated
earningsadand
infinitum
its growth.
that It
price
is narrated
is nothing
ad but
infinitum
a slave
that
of earnings
price is nothing but a slave of earnings
owth over aand
period
its relentless
of time. Ifgrowth
earnings
over
area real
period
andofintime.
cashIfand
earnings
if theyare
keep
real and in cash and if they keep
will definitely
growing,
reflectthen
in the
that
price
willand
definitely
the sustainability
reflect in the
ofprice
earnings
and growth
the sustainability of earnings growth
compounding.
into the
Re-investment
market cap and
compounding.
growth stress
Re-investment
tests evaluateand
thegrowth
impactHexaShield tests evaluate the
ession on earnings
impact ofand
recession
consequently
or depression
the returnon
onearnings
capital. They
and also
consequently
stress the return on capital. They
verall return
also
on test
capital
the employed
impact onifoverall
incremental
return deployment
on capital employed
of capitalif hapincremental deployment of capital
which usually
happens
happens
at lower
due to
rates
lackwhich
of market
usually
sizehappens
or opportunity.
due to lack of market size or opportunity.

nvestmentThe
andoutcome
growth stress
of re-investment
tests are evaluated
and growth
in a Hexashield
range as: tests are evaluated in a range as:
Re-investment & Growth

Strained

Destructor
Status Quo

Reinvestment and Growth Test

Strained
Decent

Status
Exceptional
Quo

Decent

Exceptional

businesses
Exceptional:
generate above
Theseaverage
businesses
returns
generate
when put
above
through
average
stress
returns
of when put through stress of
vironmentsnegative
and have
growth
a huge
environments
size of opportunity
and have
to are-invest
huge size
at an
of opportunity
above
to re-invest at an above
l return on average
capital. incremental return on capital.

nesses generate
Decent:
above
These
average
businesses
returns
generate
when put
above
through
average
stress
returns
of negative
when put through stress of negative
t however growth
have a environment
limited opportunity
however
to have
re-invest
a limited
capitalopportunity
and grow which
to re-invest capital and grow which
ng capability.
reduces compounding capability.

businessesStatus
generate
Quo:
average
These returns
businesses
whengenerate
put through
average
stress
returns
of negative
when put through stress of negative
but have agrowth
little toenvironment
no opportunity
but
to have
re-invest
a little
capital
to no
andopportunity
grow. This reducto re-invest capital and grow. This
e businesses.
reduces them to bond like businesses.

sinesses struggle
Strained:toThese
consistently
businesses
growstruggle
in normal
to situations
consistently
andgrow
end in
upnormal situations and end up
ers when put
being
through
valuestress
destroyers
tests.when put through HexaShield tests.

re the worst
Destructor:
quality businesses
These areand
theend
worst
up quality
being massive
businesses
value
and
destroyers
end up being massive value destroyers
across cycles.

Stress testing through HexaShield
Hexashield
framework
testing
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Several companies operating in the consumer
space
such asoperating
Colgate, Castrol
have highspace
returns
Several
companies
in the consumer
such as Colg
on capital but usually fail growth and re-investment
HexaShield
tests.
Companies
that
usually
on capital but usually fail growth and re-investment stress test
do well in these are ones that have a very
large
market
opportunity
global)
or are
well in
these
are ones
that have (usually
a very large
market
opportunity (u
operating in a severely under penetrated
category.
Companies
in
the
retail
space
such
as in the re
in a severely under penetrated category. Companies
Avenues Supermart or in retail financingSupermart
space score
well
on growth
HexaShield
tests
due
or in
retail
financing
space score
well
onto
growth stre

the size of the opportunity. Companiesopportunity.
that spend Companies
and moneythat
in R&D
that
up that usuall
spend
andusually
moneyend
in R&D
creating new categories do very well. One
such
thatexample
of Microsoft
used which us
ries do
veryexample
well. Oneissuch
is thatwhich
of Microsoft
cashflows from the Microsoft Office licensing
business
to build
a very
business.
soft Office
licensing
business
to large
build acloud
very large
cloud business
Similar was the case in Facebook which used
cashflows
from
the
facebook
platform
to
acquire
book which used cashflows from the facebook platform to acq
multiple businesses such as Instagram
WhatsApp
to continue
to expand
market
as and
Instagram
and WhatsApp
to continue
to its
expand
its market op
opportunity.
4. Corporate Governance and Leadership
4.Tests
Corporate Governance and Leadership Stress Tests

Leadership quality and quality of governance
Leadership
have a far
quality
bigger
andimpact
qualityon
ofreal
governance
returns than
havemost
a far bigger im
people care to understand. Managementpeople
qualitycare
is not
to as
understand.
inscrutable
Management
or undecipherable,
quality as
is not
is as inscru
generally believed. It is a real factor, with generally
a real impact
believed.
on value
It isof
a real
a firm
factor,
and can
withbe
a real
quantitively
impact on value of
evaluated with analysis of capital allocation
evaluated
and capital
with analysis
distribution
of capital
decisions.
allocation
The corporate
and capital distribu
governance and leadership tests considers
governance
stress atand
granular
leadership
levels stress
which includes
tests considers
stress atstress at g
promoter levels, board independence,stress
accounting
at promoter
practices,
levels, board
conglomerate
independence,
complexity,
accounting pract
promoter pledges, etc. The results are then
ty, promoter
aggregated
pledges,
to give
etc.
a firm-wide
The results
view
are of
then
theaggregated
impact
to give
on a company's survival ability and compounding
on a company's
capabilities.
survival ability and compounding capabilities.

The outcome of governance and leadership
Thetests
outcome
are evaluated
of governance
in a range
and leadership
as:
stress tests are eval

Corporate Governance and Leadership Test

F
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F
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C
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B

A

mpanies with
A+: truly
These
independent
are outstanding
boards
companies
and with awith
large
truly
number
independent boards and with a large number
/promotersofrunning
high quality
the business.
professionals/promoters
This often reduces
running
continuity
the business. This often reduces continuity
ss.
and key man risks to a business.

d management
A: Good
and reasonably
companies independent
with good management
boards but subject
and reasonably
to
independent boards but subject to
roup of persons.
high control from a specific group of persons.
leadershipB:
meet
Governance
benchmarks.
standards and leadership meet benchmarks.

e standardsC:and
While
management
optically quality
governance
meet benchmark
standards compliand management quality meet benchmark
firm wide failure
compliance
when put
requirements,
through stress.
there is a firm wide failure when put through stress.

with no protection
F: Poor quality
for minority
of governance
investors.with no protection for minority investors.

or HDFC Bank
Businesses
are businesses
such as
with
Infosys
truly or
independent
HDFC Bankboards.
are businesses
The
with truly independent boards. The
tors on board
number
actually
of independent
far exceeds the
directors
numberon
of board
executive/proactually far exceeds the number of executive/
that independent
promoterdirectors
directors.
usually
This implies
have much
that independent
stronger voting
directors usually have much stronger voting
rest of the power
minority
toshareholders.
truly protect the
At interest
the same
oftime,
the minority
the pedigree
shareholders. At the same time, the pedigree
so important
ofwhich
independent
can be judged
directors
fromiscurrent
also important
and past Indepenwhich can be judged from current and past
mpanies. InIndependent
family owneddirectorships
businesses, independent
in other companies.
directors usuIn family owned businesses, independent
ompliance directors
requirements
usually
butare
lack
on true
boardindependence
to meet compliance
to protect
requirements but lack true independence to
. Also, several
protect
businesses
minority shareholder
have a key interest.
man riskAlso,
sinceseveral
they are
businesses have a key man risk since they
ership of one
arekey
overly
individual.
dependent
Suchon
businesses
the leadership
usually
offail
onestress
key individual. Such businesses usually fail
o the leaderHexaShieldtests
could actually bring
because
down the
anyentire
adversity
organisation
to the leader
and could actually bring down the entire
der value. Businesses
organisationsuch
and as
completely
TCS, Dabur,
destroy
Hindustan
shareholder
Unilever
value. Businesses such as TCS, Dabur,
because they
Hindustan
have a large
Unilever
talent
score
resource
very well
pool on
andthese
organisationtests because they have a large talent resource
n one individual.
pool and
On the
organisational
contrary, these
success
businesses
is nothave
dependent
built CEO
on one individual. On the contrary, these
dership to continually
businessesstep
haveup.
built CEO factories for their internal leadership to continually step up.
5. Cash Flow Tests

g reality andCash
economic
Flow is
value
the only
creation
enduring
is closely
reality
related
and economic
to the cash
value creation is closely related to the cash
ul life of a business.
flows generated
Cash flow
over
stress
the useful
tests help
life of
evaluate
a business.
the abiliCash flow tests help evaluate the ability of
ts operating
the
profits
company
into cash
to convert
when its
putoperating
through shocks.
profits into
Thecash
cash when put through shocks. The cash flow
e what is the
tests
incremental
will determine
capitalwhat
that isisneeded
the incremental
in stressfulcapital
times that is needed in stressful times and
dy has the required
whether a
reserve
business
capital
already
and has
if not,
thewill
required
the capital
reserve capital and if not, will the capital
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be available to the business in an be
economically
available tostressful
the business
environment
in an economically
and also atstressful
a reasonable
environment an
cost of capital. These ultimately cost
are critical
of capital.
in the
These
overall
ultimately
equationare
of critical
the business
in the to
overall
survive
equation of t
and create value.
and create value.
The outcome of Cash flow tests are
Theevaluated
outcome in
ofaCash
range
flow
as: stress tests are evaluated in a range as:

Cash Flow Test

Starved

Stretched

Adequate
Starved

Cash Flow Stress

Stretched
Strong

Very
Adequate
Strong

Strong

Very Strong: These businesses have
VeryaStrong:
very strong
Thesecash
businesses
position have
and also
a very
a very
strong
strong
cashcash
position and a
conversion cycle and have negligible
conversion
impact when
cycle and
put through
have negligible
cash suffocation
impact when
tests.
put through cash suf

Strong: Strong companies have aStrong:
good cash
Strong
position
companies
and anhave
above
a good
average
cashcash
position
conversion
and an above av
cycle and have a slight impact when
cycle
putand
through
have acash
slight
suffocation
impact when
tests.
put through cash suffocation tests

Adequate: These companies have
Adequate:
just adequate
Thesecash
companies
and an average
have justcash
adequate
conversion
cash and
cycle
an average
and have a moderate impact onand
capital
have requirements
a moderate impact
and returns
on capital
when
requirements
put through
andcash
returns when p
suffocation tests.
cation tests.

Stretched: These companies while
Stretched:
solvent have
These
huge
companies
liquidity constrains
while solvent
andhave
are stretched
huge liquidity
for constrain
cash. There is a large adverse impact
cash. on
There
capital
is a requirements
large adverseand
impact
returns
on capital
when put
requirements
through and ret
cash suffocation tests.
cash suffocation tests.

Starved: These are businesses literally
Starved:
starved
Thesefor
are
cash
businesses
operatingliterally
from end
starved
to end.
for Any
cashstress
operating from
on the cash positions exponentially
on increases
the cash positions
the probability
exponentially
of an insolvency
increasesoutcome.
the probability of an insol
6. Regulatory Tests

6. Regulatory Stress Tests

Regulations have a sizeable impact
Regulations
on businesses
have and
a sizeable
high regulatory
impact onintervention
businessesorand
frequent
high regulatory i
changes in regulatory impositions
changes
can change
in regulatory
the course
impositions
of a business
can change
strategy
theovernight.
course of a busine
Hence, regulations in some industries
Hence,
pose
regulations
as impediments
in sometoindustries
growth ofpose
a business
as impediments
rather than
to growth of
act as drivers of expansion. Thereact
is as
a fine
drivers
line between
of expansion.
regulations
There is
acting
a fineasline
entry
between
barriers
regulations
to
act
a business or dampening a company’s
a business
growth
orand
dampening
understanding
a company’s
this difference
growth and
is essential
understanding this d
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will have thetofreedom
judge if to
a business
compound
willitshave
cashthe
flows
freedom
or goto
down
compound
the pathitsofcash flows or go down the path of
stress tests
liquidation.
help evaluate
Regulatory
the impact
tests
of adverse
help evaluate
regulatory
the actions
impact on
of aadverse regulatory actions on a
wer and balance
business’
sheet
earnings
position
power
and consequently
and balance sheet
it's impact
position
on and
valueconsequently it's impact on value
creation.

atory stressThe
tests
outcome
are evaluated
of Regulatory
in a range
tests
as:are evaluated in a range as:

Regulatory Stress

Restrictive

Accommodative
Prohibitory

Regulatory Test

Supportive
Restrictive

Accommodative
Resilient

Supportive

Resilient

are relatively
Resilient:
insulatedBusinesses
and regulations
are relatively
have relatively
insulated
lowand
impact.
regulations
In fact,have relatively low impact. In fact,
entry barrier
regulations
for competition,
act asand
anstrengthen
entry barrier
the position
for competition,
of the incumand strengthen the position of the
incumbent.

regulationsSupportive:
is moderately
Impact
supportive
of regulations
for business
is moderately
growth. supportive for business growth.

pite a tough
Accommodative:
regulatory regime,
Despite
thereaistough
an accommodative
regulatory regime,
stance
there
foris an accommodative stance for
businesses to grow.

regulatory Restrictive:
tightness usually
Increasing
becomes
regulatory
restrictive
tightness
for growth
usually
either
becomes
due torestrictive for growth either due to
wer or due to
impact
increased
on earnings
capital power
requirements
or due to
toincreased
comply with
capital
a tightening
requirements to comply with a tightening
regime.

y position Prohibitory:
is prohibitoryRegulatory
for business
position
and can
is prohibitory
be a catalyst
for business
for value and can be a catalyst for value
alignment of
destruction
regulatorsdue
andtobusiness
misalignment
interests.
of regulators and business interests.

esses where
Highly
regulators
regulated
are businesses
focussed onwhere
curbing
regulators
demandare
or prohibiting
focussed on curbing demand or prohibiting
cigarettes, liquor
consumption
usually score
such as
poorly
cigarettes,
on these
liquor
stress
usually
tests.score
On the
poorly
otheron these HexaShield tests. On the
e banking, other
assethand
management,
in businesses
insurance,
like banking,
etc where
assetentry
management,
barriers are
insurance, etc where entry barriers
mpetition amongst
are highincumbents
which restrict
and competition
the regulator amongst
is focussed
incumbents
on growingand the regulator is focussed on
e opportunity
growing
to create
demand,
wealth
there
for shareholders.
is a huge opportunity to create wealth for shareholders.
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Investible universe of

HexaShield Tested Companies
Like humans, companies also chase excellence in order to be successful therefore being an
average player in a competitive landscape rarely enables a business to generate consistent
above average returns. The Hexashield tested framework therefore puts businesses through
extreme pressure scenarios to filter out the businesses that stand tall and emanate excellence
despite any adversity. It observes if companies pass the test on various fundamental factors
and only the ones that cross the benchmark percentage hurdle in all 6 pillars will be eligible to
be a part of our investment universe. The companies which fail to cross the benchmark level on
even a single pillar will fail the test.
Because of the rigorous Hexashield tested process, out of a universe of over 50000+ listed
Global and Indian equities, our investible universe is narrowed down to a select group of
100-120 across the world. In fact, in India, only 15 out of the NIFTY 50 companies pass the
HexaShield test for inclusion in the investible universe.

HexaShield Test : Pass

19

Investible Universe of Hexashield Tested Companies

HexaShield Test :

Fail

The results of a backtest of the HexaShield Tested framework clearly illustrate that HexaShield
tested businesses not only reduce risk but significantly generate higher long term risk adjusted
return.
3,000.00

2,500.00

2,000.00

1,500.00

1,000.00

500.00

Jan Jun Nov Apr Sep Feb Jul Dec May Oct Mar Aug Jan Jun Nov Apr Sep Feb Jul Dec May Oct Mar Aug Jan Jun Nov Apr Sep
10 10 10 11 11 12 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15 15 16 16 17 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 20 21 21
HexaShield Tested Cos

NIFTY 50

Note
The above graph is for conceptual illustration and explanation only. The above graph tracks an equal-weighted allocation to
15 HexaShield tested companies of the NIFTY that pass Samco’s HexaShield test as on 1st Jan 2010. It assumes Rs. 6.67
invested equally in each of the 15 companies and tracks price performance of the same. The 15 Hexashield tested businesses
that passed HexaShield test as on 1st Jan 2010 considered are BAJAJAUTO, WIPRO, HCLTECH, HINDUNILVR, ASIANPAINT, ITC,
DIVISLAB, NESTLEIND, INFY, TCS, BAJFINANCE, BAJAJFINSV, HDFCBANK, HDFC, KOTAKBANK. Past hypothetical illustrative
back test results are neither an indicator nor a guarantee of future results. Actual results shall vary from analysis. Samco
makes no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied regarding future performance. In the preparation of the
graph, the AMC has used information that is publicly available, including information developed in-house. However, the AMC
does not warrant the accuracy, reasonableness and/ or completeness of any information.
Investible Universe of Hexashield Tested Companies
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Also stocks of HexaShield
Also
tested
stocks
businesses
of stress have
tested
consistently
businessesoutperformed
have consistently
their outperformed
peers
their
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Monthly Excess Return
Monthly Excess Return
HexaShield Tested Business Stress Tested Business

Average Monthly Excess Return
Average Monthly Excess Return
Total Number of Months

Total Number of Months

Number of Months of Outperformance
Number of Months of Outperformance
% of Months

% of Months

1.62%
140
95
68%

Average Excess Return in Outperforming
Average Excess
months
Return in Outperforming months

3.72%

Average Less Return in Underperforming
Average Less
months
Return in Underperforming months

-2.80%

Note

Note

The above table computes monthly
The above
returnstable
of investment
computes monthly
portfolioreturns
of equal
of weighted
investment
allocation
portfolio to
of 15
equal
HexaShield
weightedtested
allocation to 15 s
companies of the NIFTY that pass
nies
SAMCO’s
of the NIFTY
HexaShield
that pass
testSAMCO’s
as on 1stHexaShield
Jan 2010. ItStress
assumes
test as
Rs.on
6.67
1stinvested
Jan 2010.equally
It assumes
in each
Rs. 6.67 invest
of the 15 companies and tracks monthly
the 15 companies
return dataand
of the
tracks
constructed
monthly portfolio.
return data
Theofabove
the constructed
table is for conceptual
portfolio. The
illustration
above table is for co
and explanation only. Past hypothetical
and explanation
illustrative
only.
back
Past
testhypothetical
results are neither
illustrative
an indicator
back testnor
results
a guarantee
are neither
of future
an indicator
results.nor a guaran
Actual results shall vary from analysis.
Actual SAMCO
results shall
makes
vary
nofrom
representation
analysis. SAMCO
or warranty,
makes either
no representation
expressed oror
implied
warranty,
regarding
either expressed
future performance. In the preparation
future performance.
of the graph,Inthe
theAMC
preparation
has usedofinformation
the graph, the
thatAMC
is publicly
has used
available,
information
including
that is publicly
information developed in-house.information
However, the
developed
AMC does
in-house.
not warrant
However,
the accuracy,
the AMCreasonableness
does not warrant
and/
theoraccuracy,
completeness
reasonableness
of
and
any information.
any information.
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Investible Universe of HexaShield
Tested
Universe
Companies
of Stress Tested Companies
21 Investible

ormance is seen
The in
outperformance
both monthly as
is well
seenas
in annual
both monthly
periodsas well as annual periods
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12 month rolling excess
12 month
return
rolling excess return
Stress Tested Business Hexashield Tested Business

al Excess ReturnAverage Annual Excess Return

19.52%

19.52%

of Rolling Periods
Total Number of Rolling Periods

130

130

riods of Outperformance
Number of Periods of Outperformance

122

122

of outperformance
% of periods of outperformance

93.8%

93.8%

ss Return in Outperforming
Average Excess
months
Return in Outperforming months

21.22%

21.22%

Return in Underperforming
Average Less
months
Return in Underperforming months

-6.35%

-6.35%

Note

omputes annual
Therolling
above returns
table computes
of investment
annualportfolio
rolling returns
of equal
of investment
weighted allocation
portfolio oftoequal
15 stress
weighted
tested
allocation to 15 HexaShield tested
NIFTY that passcompanies
SAMCO’s HexaShield
of the NIFTYStress
that pass
test as
SAMCO’s
on 1st Jan
HexaShield
2010. It assumes
test as onRs.
1st6.67
Janinvested
2010. It equally
assumesinRs. 6.67 invested equally in each
mpanies and tracks
of the
annual
15 companies
rolling return
anddata
tracks
of annual
the constructed
rolling return
portfolio.
dataThe
of above
the constructed
table is forportfolio.
conceptual
The above table is for conceptual
planation only.illustration
Past hypothetical
and explanation
illustrative
only.
back
Past
test
hypothetical
results are neither
illustrative
an indicator
back test nor
results
a guarantee
are neither
of an indicator nor a guarantee of
tual results shall
future
varyresults.
from analysis.
Actual results
SAMCOshall
makes
varyno
from
representation
analysis. SAMCO
or warranty,
makes no
either
representation
expressed oror warranty, either expressed or
future performance.
implied regarding
In the preparation
future performance.
of the graph,
In the
the AMC
preparation
has used
of information
the graph, the
thatAMC
is publicly
has used information that is publicly
g information developed
available, including
in-house.information
However, the
developed
AMC does
in-house.
not warrant
However,
the accuracy,
the AMCreasonableness
does not warrant
and/
the accuracy, reasonableness and/
f any information.
or completeness of any information.
Investible Universe of Stress
Investible
TestedUniverse
Companies
of Hexashield
Tested Companies
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Integrating HexaShield
Integrating
Tested
StressInvesting
Tested Investing
while whil
Building Products
Building
at Products at

Samco Mutual
SamcoFund
Mutual Fund

As an asset manager, Samco
As anis
asset
committed
manager,
toSAMCO
offeringisproducts
committed
that
to offering
are trulyproducts
HexaShield
that are truly s
tested and that can generate
thatsuperior
can generate
risk adjusted
superiorreturns
risk adjusted
over thereturns
long term.
over the long term.

Investment is subject to aInvestment
lot of fads is
and
subject
cycles.
toAa good
lot ofexample
fads andwas
cycles.
the Infra
A good
mania
example
from was the In
2004-2008 when Infra, power
2004-2008
and capital
whengood
Infra,stocks
powerrose
and to
capital
valuations
good stocks
which could
rose to
notvaluations
be
whi
supported by any rational supported
analysis. Ifby
you
any
weren’t
rational
invested
analysis.
in these
If you stocks
weren’tininvested
that period
in these
(and stocks in t
we wouldn’t have been because
we wouldn’t
they would
have have
been failed
because
ourthey
HexaShield
would have
tests)
failed
thenour
youstress
wouldtests) then
have underperformed the market.
underperformed
We wouldthe
be market.
happy toWe
have
would
donebe
so,happy
as weto
would
havenever
doneown
so, as we wou
a share in a company which
share
weindid
a company
not thinkwhich
was both
we did
good
not and
thinkatwas
worst
both
fairly
goodvalued.
and at We
worst fairly va
would not own somethingnot
because
own something
it is fashionable
because
andit might
is fashionable
go up. Because
and might
eventually
go up. it
Because ev
goes down. Usually by a lot.
down. Usually by a lot.

Our endeavour at Samco shall
Our endeavour
be to offerat
funds
SAMCO
that shall
are built
be toasoffer
solidfunds
concentrated
that are built
portfolios
as solid concent
of 20-30 Hexashield tested
ofcompanies
20-30 stress
that
tested
are constructed
companies that
across
are market
constructed
caps across
and themes
market caps an
based on SEBI's scheme categorisation
on SEBI's scheme
framework.
categorisation framework.

We do not believe that we need
We do
tonot
raise
believe
a newthat
fundwe
forneed
every
topossible
raise a new
investment
fund for every
technique
possible
and investmen
for every new fad and to hope
for every
that atnew
least
fad
some
and of
to hope
them that
succeed
at least
in asome
random
of them
process
succeed
and that
in a random p
you don’t notice the ones which
you don’t
don’t.
notice
Which
theisones
why which
as an asset
don’t. manager,
Which is why
we will
as an
refrain
asset
from
manager, we
offering a myriad of funds offering
and specifically
a myriadrefrain
of funds
from
and
being
specifically
categories
refrain
thatfrom
definitely
beingfail
categories
our
that d
HexaShield tests such as Infra
stress
Funds,
tests PSU
suchFunds,
as Infra
Power
Funds,
Funds,
PSU Funds,
Dividend
Power
YieldFunds,
Funds,Dividend
etc.
Yield Fund
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Integrating HexaShield Tested
Integrating Stress Tested Investing
23 Investing

Indian
Companies

APAC
Companies

American &
European
Companies

Indian
Companies

APAC
Companies

Construct Portfolios of 20-30
Construct Portfolios of 20-30
stocks across market capsstocks
and across market caps and
themes based on SEBI Scheme
themes based on SEBI Scheme
Categorization
Categorization

Funds from Samco MF which
Funds
shall
from Samco MF which shall
have a unique combination ofhave
stress
a unique combination of
tested businesses based
HexaShield
on the
tested businesses based
attributes of each product
on the attributes of each product

No Funds
No Funds
where constructed portfolios
where constructed portfolios
erse of 100 Investible
stocks
Universe of 100 stocks
effectively fail stress tests
effectively fail HexaShield tests
obe that passacross
the the globe that pass the
d Stress Test
HexaShield Test

No PSU
Funds

No InfraNo PSU
Funds Funds

No Fund
No Fund for
NoinFund for
No Infra
every SEBI
every new
every new
Funds
category fad
fad

No Fund in
every SEBI
category

Integrating Stress Tested Investing
Integrating 24
HexaShield Tested Investing
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Our

Goal

Our

Goal

Our goal is toOur
be goal is to be

India’s Best
India’s
Mutual
Best
Fund
Mutual F

that generates
that
Highest
generates
RiskHighest R
Adjusted Return
Adjusted
over the
Return
Long
over the L
term
term
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Our Goal
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Our Goal

ms to be
Samco
a trulyaims
active
to be
fund
a truly
with active
India’sfund
first with
AMCIndia’s
to
first AMC to

active share
disclose
daily
active share daily

quity fund manager
The average
owns
equity
far too
fund
many
manager
stocksowns
and in
fareffect
too many
tracks
stocks
the index.
and inSo,
effect tracks the index. So,
at investorsthe
areresult
getting
is an
that
index
investors
fund less
are the
getting
manager’s
an index
feesfund
and less
coststhe
of dealmanager’s fees and costs of
also expensive.
dealing,
Thiswhich
structure
are also
makes
expensive.
underperformance
This structure
against
makes
theunderperformance
index ineviagainst the index
inevitable.

managers do
Why
this?
doBecause
fund managers
for them
dothe
this?
greatest
Because
riskfor
is not
them
underperforming
the greatest riskthe
is not underperforming the
estors money.
indexIt with
is stepping
investors
outmoney.
of line Itwith
is stepping
their peers.
out Especially
of line withif their
they peers.
fail. Especially if they fail.
t famously Warren
said, ‘Failing
Buffett
conventionally
famously said,
is ‘Failing
the route
conventionally
to go; as a group
is thelemmings
route to go; as a group lemmings
tten image,may
but no
have
individual
a rottenlemming
image, but
has
noever
individual
received
lemming
bad press.’
has ever received bad press.’

o succeedThe
in the
only
world
wayof
toinvesting
succeed is
in breaking
the worldout
of investing
from the crowd.
is breaking
Our goal
out from
at the crowd. Our goal at
troduce investors
Samco to
is the
to introduce
methodology
investors
of stress
to tested
the methodology
investing which
of HexaShield
investors tested investing which
able to access
investors
before.
have not been able to access before.

ss Test framework
SAMCOsresults
HexaShield
in very few
Testcompanies
framework
truly
results
passing
in the
very
stress
few test.
companies
In
truly passing the
he index components
HexaShieldfail
test.
it. In
Sofact,
portfolios
70% of constructed
the index components
shall be widely
fail it.divergent
So portfolios constructed shall be
s directly tracking
widely divergent
the index.from
At Samco,
portfolios
we embrace
directly tracking
divergence
the from
index.the
At Index.
Samco, we embrace divergence
from the Index.
from the crowd, Samco Mutual Fund will transparently disclose active Share to
rs, so they Moving
know that
away
when
from
they
theare
crowd,
paying
Samco
a fee,Mutual
it’s certainly
Fund will
for buying
transparently
some- disclose active Share to
fferent from
Indian
the Index.
Investors, so they know that when they are paying a fee, it’s certainly for buying
something widely different from the Index.

Samco Mutual Fund aims to beSamco
a TrulyMutual
Active Fund
Fund aims
26to be a Truly Active Fund
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What is an

What is an

Active Share?
Active Share?

Active Share measures the fraction
Active
of aShare
portfolio
measures
(basedthe
on position
fraction of
weights)
a portfolio
that (based
differs from
on position weig
the benchmark index. The only way
thethat
benchmark
an equityindex.
fund manager
The only way
can that
outperform
an equity
a given
fund manager
bench- can outp
mark is by taking positions that differ
markfrom
is bythose
takinginpositions
the benchmark.
that differ
Active
fromShare
thosewill
in the
always
benchmark.
fall
Active
between 0% and 100% where 0% will
between
indicate
0% aand
truly
100%
passive
where
index
0% will
fundindicate
and a higher
a trulypercentage
passive index fund an
closer to 100% will show true active
closermanagement
to 100% will with
showportfolio
true active
stocks
management
diverging from
with portfolio
the
stock
benchmark.
benchmark.

The Active Share measure was The
developed
Active by
Share
Martijn
measure
Cremers
wasand
developed
Antti Petajisto,
by Martijn
both
Cremers
Yale and Ant
professors.
professors.

Active Share Levels
Active Share Levels

100-80%

80-60%

Active

60-40%
100-80%

40-20%
80-60%

Closet
Active
Index

20-0%
60-40%

40-20%

Passive Closet
Index

The above table states the various
The
levels
above
of table
activestates
sharethe
depicting
variousthe
levels
amount
of active
of active
sharemandepicting the am
agement in a fund compared to the
agement
benchmark.
in a fund compared to the benchmark.

0 to 20% - Truly passive INDEX FUNDS
0 to 20%
with
- Truly
stockpassive
weightages
INDEX
same
FUNDS
as the
withbenchmark.
stock weightages
No
same as th
divergence from the benchmark index
divergence from the benchmark index

20% to 60% - CLOSET INDEXERS20%
withto
some
60% amount
- CLOSET
of INDEXERS
active management.
with someClaim
amount
to of
be active manageme
active but hardly any divergence active
from the
butbenchmark
hardly any index
divergence from the benchmark index

60% to 100% - True ACTIVE MANAGEMENT
60% to 100%with
- True
portfolio
ACTIVE
weightages
MANAGEMENT
of stocks
withsignificantly
portfolio weightages of
different from the benchmark index.
different from the benchmark index.
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Samco Mutual Fund - Understanding
Samco
Share
Mutual Fund - Understanding Active Share
27 Active

with low
Why
active
do Funds
share find
withitlow
difficult
activeto
share
perform?
find it difficult to perform?

ay are performance
Investors today
conscious
are performance conscious

w active share
Whyfind
do Funds
it difficult
withto
low
perform?
active share find it difficult to perform?

or underperformance
The primaryofreason
low active
for underperformance
share funds is statistical
of low active
as we share
will funds is statistical as we will
Portfolios with
demonstrate
low activebelow.
share, Portfolios
need an extremely
with low large
activeoutperformance
share, need an extremely large outperformance
ponents to achieve
from thethe
active
same
components
outcome astocompared
achieve the
to same
portfolios
outcome
with aas compared to portfolios with a
e share.
relatively higher active share.

anagers that
Torun
topcloset
it off, indexing
fund managers
or indexthat
hugging
run closet
portfolios/strategies
indexing or index hugging portfolios/strategies
for asset management
need to alsofees
account
and dealing
for asset
costs
management
which eat fees
awayand
a large
dealing
partcosts which eat away a large part
magine a fund
of that
investor
mirrors
returns.
the index
Imagine
to the
a fund
extent
that
of mirrors
70-80%,the
theindex
returntowill
the extent of 70-80%, the return will
and then once
likelyyou
mirror
deduct
the aindex
2% total
and expense
then once
ratio,
you underperformance
deduct a 2% total expense
is
ratio, underperformance is
ging is a classic
inevitable.
recipeIndex
for consistent
hugging is
underperformance.
a classic recipe for consistent underperformance.

ive fund manager
In effect,
only
a highly
needsactive
an excess
fundof
manager
2.2% ononly
the needs
active an
portion
excess
of of 2.2% on the active portion of
.7% for thethe
lower
portfolio
active versus
share manager
6.7% for to
thereach
lowerthe
active
same
share
levelmanager
of gross to reach the same level of gross
returns.

example ofLet’s
a fund
take
portfolio
a look at
A with
an example
a 90% active
of a fund
share
portfolio
and a fund
A with
portfolio
a 90% active share and a fund portfolio
hare.
B with a 30% active share.

rtfolio A

with 90% Active share

eight

Return

10% x

8%

Portfolio
Portfolio
A
B

Portfolio B

Fund Portfolio
Fund Portfolio
with 90%
with
Active
30%share
Active share

Fund Portfolio with 30% Active share

Weight

Weighted
Return

Return
Return
Weight
Weighted
Return

Weight

Weighted
Return

Return

Weighted
Return

=

0.8%

Passive share
Passive
10%share
x 8% 70%
= x0.8%
8% =

5.6%

Passive share

70% x

=

5.6%

90% x 10.2% =

9.2%

Active shareActive90%
share
x 10.2%
30%
= x9.2%
14.7% =

4.4%

Active share

30% x 14.7% =

4.4%

(2.2% + 8%)

10.0% Gross Return

(2.2% + 8%) (6.7% + 8%)

10.0% Gross
10.0%
Return
Gross Return

To achieve the same return

8%

(6.7% + 8%)

10.0% Gross Return

To achieve the same return

Why do active funds find it difficult to perform?
Why do active
28 funds find it difficult to perform?
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The passive share return is 8% in The
bothpassive
cases but
share
thereturn
activeisportion
8% in both
of return
cases
in but
case
the
ofactive
Fund A
portion of re
(10.2%) is lower than Fund B (14.7%).
(10.2%) is lower than Fund B (14.7%).

So in effect, the fund manager ASo
willin have
effect,
to the
put fund
in relatively
manager
less
A will
effort
have
to make
to put an
in relatively
excess less effo
return of 2.2% over and above the return
passive
ofreturn
2.2% over
(8%+2.2%=10.2%)
and above the v/s
passive
the fund
return
manager
(8%+2.2%=10.2%)
B who
v/s th
will have to work harder to make
will the
haveadditional
to work harder
6.7% returns
to make
above
the his
additional
passive6.7%
return
returns abo
(8%+6.7%=14.7%) in order to reach
(8%+6.7%=14.7%)
the same level ofinaorder
10% gross
to reach
return.
the same level of a 10% gross return

Since the percentage of additional
Since
return
the generation
percentageof
ofthe
additional
active portion
return generation
over the passive
of the active po
portion is much lower in case of Fund
portion
A (with
is much
a higher
lower90%
in case
active
of share),
Fund A the
(with
return
a higher
is relative90% active share)
ly attainable and sustainable. Hence,
ly attainable
to reiterate,
andin
sustainable.
effect a highly
Hence,
active
to reiterate,
share fund
inmanager
effect a highly activ
only needs an excess of 2.2% on only
the active
needsportion
an excess
of the
of 2.2%
portfolio
on the
versus
active
6.7%
portion
for the
of the
lower
portfolio ver
active share manager.
active share manager.
Why does this matter?

Why does this matter?

A high level of active share demonstrates
A high level
thatof
weactive
manage
share
a truly
demonstrates
distinctivethat
portfolio.
we manage
Our value
a truly distinct
offering to our investors is building
offering
a sufficiently
to our investors
diversifiedisportfolio
building while
a sufficiently
pursuing
diversified
our goal to
portfolio wh
outperform our benchmarks over
outperform
the long-term.
our benchmarks
To this end,
over we
the make
long-term.
highTo
conviction
this end, we make
investments in 15 to 30 companies
ments
weinbelieve
15 to 30
have
companies
significant
we potential
believe have
andsignificant
are truly Hexpotential and a
aShield tested.
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Why do active funds find it difficult29
to perform?
Why do active funds find it difficult to perform?

Our

our Endeavour

o Mutual Fund to be a Truly
Samco
Active
Mutual
Stress
Fund
Tested
to be a Truly Active HexaShield
Mutual Fund
Tested Mutual Fund

HexaShield Tested
Mutual Fund built on
HexaShield Framework investing only
in businesses passing the HexaShield
tests.

Truly Active Mutual

Truly Active Mutual

Fund being first AMC

Fund being first AMC

to disclose daily

to disclose daily

Active Share.

Active Share.

Our Endeavour
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Our Endeavour
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Partner

with us

Partner

with us

Winners of the future in the Winners
Mutual Fund
of the
industry
future in
will
the
beMutual
those who:
Fund industry will be those who:
Are trusted by customers asAre
advisors
trustedofbytruly
customers
distinct active
as advisors
funds.of truly distinct active funds.

Give an authentic and not a Give
generic
an authentic
reason to and
convince
not a the
generic
fence-sitters
reason toand
convince
loyalists
thethat
fence-sitters a
you and the fund are doing whatever
you and the
it takes
fund to
arehelp
doing
them
whatever
sleep well.
it takes to help them sleep well.
There is a paradigm shift happening
There is ainparadigm
the mutual
shift
fund
happening
industry as
in the
investors
mutualincreasingly
fund industry as investors
become conscious.
become conscious.

The industry is at a massiveThe
inflection
industry
point
is atwhere
a massive
new leaders
inflection
willpoint
emerge
where
andnew
we leaders
invite you
will emerge a
to partner with us on this journey
to partner
and create
with ushuge
on this
value
journey
for customers
and createand
huge
consequently
value for customers
all
and co
other stakeholders.
other stakeholders.

Partner with

Partner with

India’s HexaShield TestedIndia’s
ActiveStress
Asset Tested
Manager
Active Asset Manager
www.samcomf.com
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Partner with us
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Partner with us

www.samcomf.com

value Adding value

r partners
to our partners

d partner will
Each
get empanelled
their customised
partner
co-branded
will get their
Samco
customised
Mutual Fund
co-branded
video ad.
Samco Mutual Fund video ad.
ownloaded This
in 8 different
ad can belanguages.
downloaded in 8 different languages.

English Hindi Gujarati Malayalam
Telugu Kannada Tamil Bengali

English Hindi Gujarati Malayalam
Telugu Kannada Tamil Bengali

de to watch Samco Mutual
Fund
Scan
QRvideo
codead
to watch

Samco Mutual Fund video ad

Partner with us
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Partner with us
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Samco A Full Stack Wealth
Tech Platform
Innovating financial technology
for the future

About

Samco Group
In 2015, Samruddhi Stock Brokers Limited was rebranded as Samco Securities Limited under the
leadership of Jimeet Modi - Founder & Group CEO.
Samco Group heavily invested to set up a financial technology research & development centre at
Chennai to help build products that helps investors make right decisions in trading & investment
processes using machine learning algorithms and artificial intelligence.
Samco Group has always been in the forefront in using new technologies for innovating to ensure
seamless and easy access of unique trading & investment platforms for everyone.

R
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About Samco Group

Key Milestones of
KEY MILESTONES OF

SAMCO GROUP
Samco Group

Established
Samruddhi Stock Brokers Limited
Established Samruddhi Stock
Brokers Limited
1993
Started
as a stockretail
broking company by providing retail investors an
Started as a stock broking company
by providing
to invest
in thewith
capital markets with ease.
investors an opportunity to investopportunity
in the capital
markets
ease.

Launch of Giga Trading AppLaunch
- StockNote
of Giga Trading App - StockNote
April 2018
StockNote
is a powerful
stock trading & investment platform by
StockNote is a powerful stock trading
& investment
platform
driven by AI & machine learning.
by Samco, driven by AI & machineSamco,
learning.

THE BETTER INVESTMENT

Launch of StockBasket

THE BETTER INVESTMENT

Launch of StockBasket

an expert-curated
ready-made basket of quality stocks
StockBasket is an expert-curated StockBasket
ready-madeisbasket
of
Sep 2019
designed
for
the
financial
needs
of investors for the long term. It is
quality stocks designed for the financial needs of investors
first long
term investment platform.
for the long term. It is India's firstIndia's
long term
investment
platform.

MUTUAL FUND

Samco
Mutual
Fund
gets final approval from SEBI
Samco Mutual Fund gets ﬁnal
approval
from
SEBI

Mutual
will focus on creatingJuly
value2021
for investors using
Samco Mutual Fund will focus onSamco
creating
valueFund
for investors
cutting edge
financial
technology. With our strong investor centric
using cutting edge financial technology.
With our
strong
approach
we aspire
to in
create ripples in actively managed mutual fund
investor centric approach we aspire
to create
ripples
space.
actively managed mutual fund space.

Key Milestones of Samco Group
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Samco Corp

May 2015
unch of Samco
Securities Launch of Samco Securities

mco Securities - is one of the fastest
growing
discount- is
broking
company
givinggrowing discount broking
Samco
Securities
one of
the fastest
cess to sophisticated financial technology
that
can assist
in to
creating
wealth tofinancial technology that can
company
giving
access
sophisticated
ail investors at low-cost.
assist in creating wealth to retail investors at low-cost.

ank

MF

Rank

nsa Mutual Fund Sahi Hai

MF

Kaunsa Mutual Fund Sahi Hai

unch of RankMF
Nov 2018

Launch of RankMF

nkMF is one of India's first technology
drivenisproprietary
mutual
fund
research & driven proprietary mutual fund
RankMF
one of India's
first
technology
estment platform to assist investors
choose &
right
mutual funds
at the to
right
time investors choose right mutual
research
investment
platform
assist
create superior returns.
funds at the right time to create superior returns.

unch of KyaTrade
May 2021

Launch of KyaTrade

aTrade is a platform where you KyaTrade
can get high-quality
researched
ideas
is a platform
where you
canand
get high-quality researched ideas
ommendations with a predefinedand
target,
stop loss, and position
which target, stop loss, and position
recommendations
with a sizing
predefined
n be traded instantly with a simple sizing
swipe on
the screen.
which
can be traded instantly with a simple swipe on the screen.

rate Profile
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Key Milestones of Samco Group

The

THE

Samco SuiteSAMCO SUITE
Empowering investors with the
power of AI and advanced analytics
for stock trading & investment.

Stock Ratings

Empowering investors with the
power of AI and advanced analytics
for stock trading & investment.

Stock Ratings

Analysing more than 20 Mn data
points to rate every stock between 1
to 5 stars based on 50+ rating
parameters.

Analysing more than 20 Mn data
points to rate every stock between 1
to 5 stars based on 50+ rating
parameters.

Margin Products

Margin Products

Giving the highest leverage for
trading and investing across
segments

Giving the highest leverage for
trading and investing across
segments

BUY TODAY, PAY IN TWO DAYS

BUY TODAY, PAY IN TWO DAYS

Giga
THE BETTER INVESTMENT

SIP

Create wealth with small periodic
investments in basket of quality
stocks.

THE BETTER INVESTMENT

SIP

Create wealth with small periodic
investments in basket of quality
stocks.
THE BETTER INVESTMENT

THE BETTER INVESTMENT

Switch

StockBasket Smartswitch helps you
improve your portfolio score by
recommending you to switch your
poor quality stocks to portfolios of
superior quality stocks.

THE BETTER INVESTMENT

THE BETTER INVESTMENT

Switch

StockBasket Smartswitch helps you
improve your portfolio score by
recommending you to switch your
poor quality stocks to portfolios of
superior quality stocks.

The Samco Suite
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Samco

An innovative order execution tool to
generate superior returns than a
regular SIP.

Rank

P O W E R U P YO U R P O R T F O L I O

MF

Rank

MF

A smart mutual fund portfolio evaluation & recommendation tool to switch
poor quality schemes with good
quality schemes.

Kaunsa Mutual Fund Sahi Hai

Kaunsa Mutual Fund Sahi Hai

Basket

An innovative order execution tool to
generate superior returns than a
regular SIP.

P O W E R U P YO U R P O R T F O L I O

A smart mutual fund portfolio evaluation & recommendation tool to switch
poor quality schemes with good
quality schemes.

Basket

Baskets of best mutual funds to
achieve financial goals in a specific
time horizon & risk-appetite.

Baskets of best mutual funds to
achieve financial goals in a specific
time horizon & risk-appetite.

Rank

Rank

MF

Partners

MF

Partners

A complete online ecosystem for
mutual fund investors pan india to
acquire new clients and grow AUM.

A complete online ecosystem for
mutual fund investors pan india to
acquire new clients and grow AUM.

Intraday Ideas

Intraday Ideas

Instant stream of high conviction
intraday trading ideas with end to end
strategy and execution from buy to
sell with targets & stop losses.

Instant stream of high conviction
intraday trading ideas with end to end
strategy and execution from buy to
sell with targets & stop losses.

Investment Ideas

Investment Ideas

TRADING engine

Profile

Instant stream of high conviction
Instant stream of high conviction
stock investment ideas with a 1:4 risk stock investment ideas with a 1:4 risk
reward ratio & a 70% accuracy.
reward ratio & a 70% accuracy.
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The Samco Suite

Samco Trustee Private Limited

Board of Directors

Ghyanendra Nath Bajpai
Independent Director

Shailesh Ramji Ghedia
Independent Director

Prabhat Kumar
Independent Director

Vipul Jayantilal Modi
Associate and Non - Executive
Director

Board of Directors
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Samco Asset Management Private Limited

Board of Directors

Ashok Kacker

Jimeet Vipul Modi

Independent Director

Founder and Director

Kanu H Doshi
Associate and Non - Executive
Director
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Board of Directors

Ishwar Naik
Independent Director

Samco Asset Management Private Limited

Core Leadership Team

Viraj Gandhi
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer,
Samco Mutual Fund

UmeshKumar Mehta

Nirali Bhansali

Chief Investment Ofﬁcer
Samco Mutual Fund

Fund Manager,
Samco Mutual Fund

Dhawal Dhanani

S V Durga Prasad

Fund Manager,
Samco Mutual Fund

Head - Investor Services,
Samco Mutual Fund

Sachin Shetty
Head - Operations,
Samco Mutual Fund

C. Balasubramanian
Company Secretary &
Compliance Ofﬁcer,
Samco Mutual Fund

Core Leadership Team
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Samco Group

Central Leadership Team

Mahesh Morbia

Pratik Adani

Chief Finance Ofﬁcer

Chief Technology Ofﬁcer

Omkeshwar Singh
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Ulhas Joshi

Head - Mutual Fund Business

Head - Mutual Fund Sales

Chirag Joshi

Nilesh Sharma

Chief Marketing Ofﬁcer

Head of Operations

Central Leadership Team

Get in touch with our team

Chief Executive Officer
Viraj Gandhi
9769114687
viraj@samcomf.com

Contact Us
Visit

www.samcomf.com
For more information

022-41708999
Samco Asset Management Private Ltd.
1003 – A wing, Naman Midtown,10th Floor,
Senapati Bapat Marg, Prabhadevi (West), Mumbai 400 013, India.
CIN No: U65929MH2019PTC334121
Samco Mutual Fund
SEBI Mutual Fund registration no: MF/077/21/03

Anantharaman
9962531997

